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CERTAIN PROBLEMS OF THE HYDRODYNAMIC;-3 

OP RELAXING MEDIA 

I. P, Stakhanov and 
Ye, V. Stupochenko 

Moscow 

Thia article examines certain general properties of the equations 

of motion of thermodynamlcally nonequlllbrlum media and the transition 

to "equilibrium" hydrodynamics In the limiting case of small relaxa- 

tion times. Certain problems of the propagation of small disturbances 

In relaxing media are examined In a linear approximation. 

In any motion of a liquid or gas, excluding certain special 

cases such as the uniform translatlonal motion of a system as a whole, 

disturbances arise In the statistical  equilibrium state of the 

medium. If the gradients of the hydrodynamic values are not too 

large, the equilibrium distribution function is only negligibly 

disturbed; however, from the molecular and kinetic viewpoint these 

slight disturbances are the basis of all dissipative processes in 

moving gases. Introducing terms with coefficients of viscosity, 

thermal conductivity, diffusion, etc., into ordinary hydrodynamic 

equations is the means used for calculating these small disturbances 
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of BtgtisUetl equilibrium; In these calculatlona the thermodynamlc 

pftTimetQfS Of the medium are taken equal to their values In a state 

of complete thermodynamlc equilibrium (local equilibrium). 

HoWfver, In a number of cases this type calculation of statis- 

tical nonequlllbrlum la insufficient, The time T for establishment 

of local statistical equilibrium varies within broad limits depending 

on the nature of the process. It Ja of the same order of time as 

the free path used for establishing Maxwell velocity distributions 

in a gas and Is somewhat greater for the  case of rotational motion 

of molecules. Such rapid processes are outside the range of applica- 

bility of hydrodynamic equations. Spatial regions with substantiate 

disturbance of statistical equilibrium of ohis type are described in 

hydrodynamics by mathematical discontinuity surfaces. However, for 

the case of molecular oscillations the relaxation time is of the 

order of thousands and ten thousands of free-path length times. The 

exchange of kinetic energy of translational motion between particleo 

having great mass — the electrons and ions — Is greatly hampered. 

Finally, considerable time is required to establish chemical or lonlz- 

ation equilibrium. 

If the characteristic macroscopic reaction time is comparable 

in order of magnitude to the relaxation time T for any of the processes 

occurring in the medium, the thermodynamlc parameters can differ 

substantially from their equilibrium values, and the system of hydro- 

dynamic equations should be supplemented with a kinetic equation 

describing the relaxation process. These conditions are encountered 

In supersonic flows, for example, in the zone directly behind the 

front of a shock wave which markedly disturbs the state of thermo- 

dynamlc equilibrium [l]. The other well-known example of motion In 
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which explicit calculation of the relaxation processes Is necessary, 

is the propagation of ultra high-frequency sound. The studies of 

I. G. Kiricwood and L. I. P. Broer [2, ^J are devoted uo obtaining 

a closed system of hydrodynamic and kinetic equations for different 

processes, 

We will consider below certain general properties of the system 

of "relaxation hydrodynamic" equations, as well as the pussibility 

of passing to the limit to the usual "equilibrium" hydrodynamic;, 

hydrodynamics at small values of T. 

The latter is of interest because certain important properties 

of "relaxation hydrodynamic" equations when T approaches zero are 

not transformed into properties of the equilibrium hydrodynamics 

equations. For example, the characteristics of equations of unsteady 

one-dimensional motion lacking viscosity and thermal conductivity 

described by L. I. P. Broer [j5j do not depend on the value of time 

T and do not coincide with the characteristics of equilibrium 

hydrodynamics. 

As will be shown below, this difficulty Is removed if wo assume 

that the equations of equilibrium hydrodynamics are an approximate 

description of only the special class of solutions of relaxation 

hydrodynamic equations.  These solutions are characterized by the 

fact that local nonequlllbrlum at every given moment is fully defined 

by the fields of hydrodynamic values regardless of the previous 

history of the medium. Moreover, kinetic equations describing the 

change in time of the parameters describing nonequlllbrlum of the 

medium drop out of relaxation hydrodynamics. 

We shall also investigate the propagation of small disturbances 

in relaxing media. We shall show that in the region of the order of 
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the "relaxation length" I, they will bo propagated along the charac- 

teristics of the equations of relaxation hydrodynamics; therefore 

near obatacles weak dlucontinuitiea arise whose direction does not 

coincide with the usually observed Mach lines and which exponentially 

vanish at distances large in comparison with I,    At largo distances 

the propagation of the disturbances is determined by the oqulllbrlum 

velocity of sound. However, unlike equilibrium hydrodynamics this 

disturbance is made up of disturbances arriving from different points; 

in this case as propagation proceeds, the shape of the disturbances 

changes so that the "fine details" gradually disappear. 

1. Equations of relaxation hydrodynamics. We shall assume 

that the nonequlllbrlum states which occur are states of Incomplete 

statistical equilibrium which can be described thermodynamically. 

As the characteristic function determining the thermodynamlc proper- 

ties of the medium, we choose the internal energy of a unit of mass, 

e(p, s, i),  which can be considered as a function of density p, 

specific entropy s_, and the additional parameter t,  (or several such 

parameters) [4, 5J, which describes the deviation from complete 

thermodynamlc equilibrium. The physical sense of the parameters {'; 

can be quite different. This can be for example, the temperature 

of ehe Internal degrees of freedom or the concentration of the 

reacting component. In describing the chemical reaction it is 

especially convenient to introduce the parameter C by means of the 

equation [2j: 

k 

Here dm. is change of mass of the component 1  resulting from 

reaction k, and v., is the corresponding stolchlometrlc coefficient. 
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The actual ayatcm, aa a rule, la characterised by several auch param- 

eters ?,,  uccauao several reactlona may airaultancoualy take place in 

the ayatemi and moreover both the temperature of the different 

componenta and the temperature of their internal (for example, 

fluctuating) degrees of froodom can differ. We .ihaiJ limit ouraelvej 

to a conaidcraiiun of Lhe aimpleat one-paramei. •; relaxatiuti proccaa, 

for which, however, we can inveatlgate the charactoriatic featurca 

of relaxation hydrodynamica. 

In Lhc atate of equilibrium, £ „akea the value £(p, a) defined 

by i>he equation 

(1.1) 

The equations of continuity, momentum, and energy have theij 

usual form 

■ (^ -I- Pe) = - div [pv (f + a.] _ (H• v) + q'j or 

Here v is velocity of the medium, p is pressure, CD IS specific 

enthalpy, q la the density vector of the thermal flow, II la the tensor 

with components v  .   definable from the relation 

Ptk = ~ pöiki-nik (1,3) 

where P., la the stress tensor.  It further follow;: that 11 need not 

coincide with the tensor of viscous stresses. Tin following form 

of the energy equation also follows from (1.2): 

(It  p   p itej '    p  dxi 

d _   0 

di ~ Tt 
■v.p (1.^) 
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From here and from the genera] thermodynamlc expreauioit 

dt = - ^(1) 4- Tds +,. f/t   (r = gj \      (1.5) 

where T is tomperaiure of the medium, we obtain 

,h 1 o.ly       i 

fW.//, ■ (./ 
..tu Y in (l.o) 

In the general ca.'u-, ihc paramctur r' at a ^Iven point ui' iho 

medium can vary both due iu  scalar j'luw r and to -he vector i'iow J. 

In ihc  future the phyolcai uenue ui' Lhe parameter will not be ypecl- 

fiedj therefore the phyaicai .ienae nf fiow.s r and J may noi  ue Involved. 

In lhe particular caae, when (, defines the composition of the 

gas dlüaoclatln^ according to the equation 2A~1 ha, flow r will be 

the dissociation and J will be the dii'fuslon flow. 

When defining r and J appropriately the equation for the rate 

of change of c; can always be written a.; 

P^; --r- div j (1.7) 

Substituting (1.7) into (l.b), we obtain the equation of the 

entropy balance 

ds 
P^ + ärh 

d   f  7l   E-J. 

■x ' (It   ' c)x. \T 7' 1 - a 

1 dT Sv, 0   £ 

We easily see that 

-^^ = _ dlV (ja + psv) + (T,     j, = i__ii 

(i.ö) 

(1.9) 

(1.10) 

The vector Jfi is the density vector of the entropy flux, or to 

be more exact, that part of the density of the entropy flux, which 1c 

associated with macroscopic motion of the medium; the total density 



of the eniropy flux la J i pay. 

Thii right-hand aide of (1.8) representa forniaHon of entropy o, 

i.e., the rate of change In the entropy of a unit volume due to the 

Irreversible proceaaea ocouring In It:  the thermal conductivity, 

Internal friction, and proceaaea dcaoribable by fluwj ;■ and J (in thi; 

particular case, the proceaaea can be chemical reaction and diffualunj 

Here flowa 1 and forcea X In the thermodynamlc; .;enae of irrevor. 

ib'o proceaaea will oe q,, «.,, r, J., and correapondlngly 

1 oT <)„, ä  p. 

Ox. T 

satisfying the relation 

o = ^ 2 IX (1.11) 

By aasumlng a linear relation of flowa to force;;, for the lao- 

;roplc medium we can write 

i or o p.. 

r to,* 
Olli 

- il/ö,4.£: 

dv, 1 ÖT 0    v., 
r --= -k't-.-\-L-- ,       Jtm-Cpi DTjr:-r * ox, " f dxi c)xi  I 

(1.12) 

Here A, B, C, D, K', L, M are kinetic coefficients which, gener- 

ally speaking, are functions of the state of the medium, x\  and t,  are 

the shear and second coefficients of viscosity. 

The requirements of Curie's theorem were taken Into account. 

For example, the tensor force äv^/öx'^ and scalar force e- cannot enter 

linearly Into the expressions for q and J, since In both cases a 

vector kinetic coefficient would be required, which Is precluded for 

the case of an Isotropie medium.  For^ the same reasons the vector 
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forcej do noi  eiiLor lulu ..In.' cxpreualon.; ;'ur «..   and r. 

By virtue oi' the principle of aynmetry of kinetic coolTicientu 

Ü - C, L - -M (l.lv) 

A;; ia apparent, .In Lhe ixpro;;;iion for n,  Lherc i;; a torin that 

ia proport ionaJ to E. and nut ci)nnected directly with ihv  di.'furmation 

of the velocity field,  Tliun, tlir „otai tuiucn" of ;;treü;iu;; In uhc 

relaxing medium la compoiicd of three part;;:  l) "thermodynatnl i; 

preaaure" (with the mlnu;; .•i.l(,;n) 71 - 6., - -p'e Ö.., ;.') viJcuu:; 

atreaaea, and ji) the term M6.,e:.  In accordance with (l.l,o) the 

term LdVj/ox, appear;; in the expression for acalar flow £. 

//e note that there ia no due clarity concerning the queation 

of theae terms In the literature.  For example, De Groot'a atudy [öj 

aaaerta .hat the velocity of the chemical reaction doea not depend 

on the acalar combination of viacoaity forces äv./dx., aince hydi'o- 

static preaaure doea not depend on the occurrence of a chemical 

reaction.  It is apparent from Eqa. (1.12) and (l.lj>) derived above 

that within the acope of general phenomenologlcal conslderailona 

these asaertlons will not be valid.  In phenomonological theory, 

the queation of the magnitude of the aforementioned effects remalna 

open.  They can be estimated In the molecular-kinetic theory. 

The first two equation;; o." (1.2), Eqs. (1.7) and (1.3) tcgether 

with (1.12), (l.lj) form a closed system of relaxation hydrodynamlc 

equations. Here we take p, a, and i  as Independent variables defining 

the thermodynamlc state of the medium. The remaining thermodynamlc 

variables are determined from the characteristic function e(p, 3, £), 

for example T = (öe/ös)p, |, 

When It la possible to disregard viscosity, thermal conductivity, 

and flow J, the system of equations takes the form 
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r/p 
jj + pdivv = 0.   p-T^rad^-O c/( 

'<// A" e,3 (i.i'O 

In i-heae conditions L =  M = 0, which follows, as Is üvlden.. from 

the condition 

From Eq. (i.lJ0 a relation is esiabli,;hud between coefl'lcient 

K' and relaxation time T of small deviations from locaj thermoayaamic 

equilibrium.  If in the expansion of the right-hand side of the last 

of Eqs. (l.l2*) in powers of (£ - ^o), we limit ourselves to linear 

terms and if we uake into accounu that the changes in entropy based 

on (l.i4) will be of ihe  magnitude of the second order of ümallneüs, 

we obtain 

T - —   A- _ /£ 
(1.1b) 

2.  Certain properties of the equations of relaxation hydrodynaiiL. 

Calculating the curl of the right- and left-hand sides of the second 

of Eqs. (1.2), we obtain 

01 jrl (K X v) = - VP * VP "i- yourl P - ^1 VP x p (21) 

R -curl v, p = vii 

If wc disregard viscosity forces and consider that hydrostatic 

pressure depends only on density, then (2.1) transforms Into the 

familiar equation for an ideal fluid 

(311 
sr-hjun (Rxv).= 0 (2.2) 

from which the maintenance of circulation follows.    In the presence 



oi' the relaxation pvoccu-jcj,  p -  p(p,  .i,  ,■;), and thuii clrculallon 

in not maintained oven In thu abac-ncc uT vU'cou:) atroajo.; (p ^ o). 

Let ua i.-xamiiio amalJ dovlai-ion.i I'rum tho atate rj' i.-quilibrlum. 

By retainiiv' in  ('-'.l) ""Ij   Mu   tcrma   ^r the I'lrai. ordei' oi' amaJ Jncaa, 

we obtain 

.•if  i.i 
•■'■■11 II'  -rl-, 

where v1 la the dlaturbaiu.'ea ;' wlucl'^j,  p0  and T\  arc- the undiaturbed 

values of density and ahear vlaeoalty, 

Thla equation doea not (Miitain aourcea and alnce the diaturbancoa 

are amall everywhere, the flow in this approximation la irrotational. 

By keeping in (2.1) ihe  terms of ;.he second order of smallnesa, we 

obiain 

«it-  i 
qjrl P" -■ 7 ; yp' X yl' — ;   . Vp' >' P' 

(2.;) 

In ohe last equation, the va.. uo.; of the first order jf amallnesi 

are denoted by a single prime si;n, while those of the second order 

of smallnesa have double prime sl^n.  Since enuropy changes are of 

the second order of smallnesa, we can assume that 

VP   = PeW   - P^i p. --. a.. !<ip\ 
i^) 

Due to the irrotational character of i'low in the first approxi- 

mation, we have 

Therefore, by setting M ~ 0 in (1.12), we obtain 

P' -= r)Av' f T, Wi.Vv') ''" £V(V'V') 

-(äVh£)v(vv)--(Ini-£)-v,T 

(2.3) 

(2.6) 

I, u- 



When calculating P" we ahall, consider Cur  simplicity the cocffl- 

clenta oi' viscosity to be constant and equal to their valuea In an 

unperturbed medium, 

Then 

F-^V-,-^-:-;;v(v v-j (2.7) 

Thus 

ourl   I''=- i]AR" 

Uuln,-   (2.8)  and  (2.7),  we write  (2.3)  as: 

(2.8) 

('It' l] /', ".,'1    -'s 

-uT-f, AI1" - JJ W x V« - -p- Vf >■ V „y (2.9) 

It iü known that In an Ideal fluid, disturbances in the velocity 

curl are noo displaced relative to the fluid (absence f tr.:;.sveröe 

waves). 

This is readily seen if we rewrite (2.2) a^ 

7/-!-(v.v)n-(R.v)v-i-ndivv = o 

For „ho case of a purely rotational field dlv v = 0 and dR'/dt = 

= -(R )V.  It then follows that disturbances in the velocity curl 

R are "frozen" into the fluid. The presence of shear viscosity 

leads to a displacement of disturbances in the curl relative to the 

fluid; this process, however, is analogous to diffusion and not to 

the propagation of waves. The right-hand side of (2.9) defines the 

speed with which the eddy emerges at a given point due both to 

relaxation processes and viscosity.  In this manner, both the relaxa- 

tion processes and the second (dilatational) result in an eddy, however 

they cannot cause diffusion of the eddy through the fluid. 

-11- 



Let us connider the  equaLiona which determine the propagation 

of longitudinal wavoü in a relaxing medium. Aa we have already noted, 

in the abaonce of viacoaity and thermal conductivity the equatlona 

of relaxation hydrodynamica can bo written in the form of (1.1JI). 

On examining the amal.1 deviationa from the atatu of equilibrium 

and limiting ouraelvea to termc of the flrat order of amailnoaa, 

we ootaln 

A'et« K&ui  TA'EUP'. 
ii-r. 

(2.10) 

Taking into conalderation  (2.4) and  (2.10),  we write Eq.   (l.l1*) 

aa: 

dp dvk dv, ,öp c/; 

57 + P° 07, ^ 0'       Po - + '" ^ + Pi^z 

;       1 /       f 

ill T   I I P —6 
• 1 

l.v 

(2.11) 

Here c la the propagation velocity of the sound oscillatlona 

having a frequency tu » I/T. The primea on the variablea of the 

first order of smallness (u, %,  p) are omitted. 

The formal aolutlon of the laat equation of (2.11) la repreaented 

a a 

i = - -^A-'p A = 1 ~ T - 
at (2.12) 

Here A-1 Is an operator Inverse to the operator A.  Using (2.12) 

we eliminate i  from the second equation of (2.11) and then taking 

into consideration that operators A and A"1 are commutative with 

d/cix,,  we obtain 

(2.13) 
•oi Ox, I'X; 
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Differentiating the flpat of Eqs. (2.11) with reaped to x 

and Eq. (LMJi) with respect to _t# wo can eliminate p i'rom (r.'.l;) 

A [-dir ■'■ ^ 57^} + Pi l^dFjrk = 0 (2.1J0 

A.: noted earlier, In the approxlmatlon under conalderatlon 

the motion can bo considered Irrotatlonal, and therefore 

= Av, (2.15) 

The equilibrium velocity of sound c0 lis  related to c^ by the 

relatlonslilp [4J: 

Co" ^t: (2.1b) 

'2.1{) 

Using (2.15) and (2.16), wc rewrite (2.1^) as: 

M;r-^'}-^ -c^r'; u 

Equauion (2.1/) dcacrlbeo the propagation of longitudinal 

dlnuurbances in the relaxing medium.  A;; T-> 0 and T-> oo, Eq. (2.17) 

transforms Into the ordinary wave equations of acoustics, in which 

the role of sound velocity is played by c0 and c  respectively. 

This equation was obtained and analyzed earlier [5, '(]. 

It is of Interest to consider the characteristics and character- 

isclc form of Eqs. (1.14). If the disturbances are not assumed to 

be small, then 

dp ,öp ds a? 
d^-^^ + P'^ + Pi^' 

dp „   dh 
P*    ' ds        P dsclp 

(2.18) 

By using customary methods [8j, we find that the equations of 

the characteristics for a one-dimensional flow have the following form 

dr. 
Tt = y ± c«. 

Jx 
di'SV (2.19) 

•13- 



Thus, through every point, on the surface x, t pa;i;j throe 

characterijtlca, one or which colncldcu with the trajectory or 

the particle, and the other two coinciding with the "trajoctorloj" 

of high-frequency dlaturbancea (cu » l/x) propagating In the 

moving medium. Introducing the operator 

(2.20) 

we write  .he relaxation hydrodynaralc equation (l.l^) in the eharac 

terljjtlc form 

~L)t 

Du I) 
~±P^1-r-:-p.1---rh 

D . i HP. 
lit    '■  '■' Df ' i'*- In' ■ ■ ± Ae« ( ~:r ~''< 

'1?      K o .,     ,/i    ,, 
(2.21) 

y.    Tranül'er to Gqulllbrlum hydrodynamli.'O. Equation^ (2.19) 

do not corualn T. Therefore, the .,'haracterlotlcj of relaxation 

hydrodynamics do nou change aj T tends to i:erü and do nor. convert 

to -he charaotcrlstlca of equilibrium hydrodynamics definable by 

the velocity c0. Thus, ehe change to equilibrium hydrodynamics 

a escribing  movement of the medium for small values of T, requires 

special consideration. 

We shall introduce the parameter \x =  CT/L, where c_  is uhe veloc- 

icy of sound (c0 or c ), L is ehe characteristic macroscopic length 

(the distance over which the hydrodynamic values markedly change), 

and, assuming \x  « 1, we shall consider the solution of system (l.l4) 

of the form y (p., r, uj p.), where ^ Is some kind of magnitude of 

p,  v  etc. Thus we are considering flows in which spatial gradients 

of the n-th order are values of the n-th order of smallneoo. 

-14- 



Expanding j_ In a power aorlea with respect to n 

.v !/(i'«','; lO - .'/"d"-'') -■ I'Vd"-' ') + •••       (3.1) 

we derive from (l.lJ0 that 

The Jajc equation dejcribea the relaxation prucoj.i with charao- 

terlatic lime T. Changes in density and velocity flelda, etc., occur 

in the second approximation which is divergent with time. Therefore, 

the expansion [y.l)  is advantageously used for describing movement 

only into a fjow of sufficiently small time Intervals. The charac- 

terisiics of the thus obtained equations are determined by velocity 

c^. Consequently, by means of expansion (^.l) we cannot arrive ac 

the equations of equilibrium hydrodynamics. The difficulties arising 

here can be due to the small-valued parameter (T) being the coeffi- 

cient for higher derivatives (see, for example, Eq. (2.17)). 

To change to equations of equilibrium hydrodynamics, we shall 

consider a flow from the moment that the relaxation process In the 

zero approximation described by Eq. (5.2) is virtually complete 

and at each later moment, the deviations of parameter ^ from equilib- 

rium values are determined by the fields p, s, v. Under these 

conditions we can write the following expansion for 

I = In (P. *■) + ^," (|ir; s, p, v) + r^> (|ir; p, s, v) -r . . .     (J. J) 

fn) 
where i^  '  are functionals of the fields p(r), 3(r), v(r). Thus, 

the coefficients of expansion (5,3) depend on the time implicitly 

In terms of the fields p, s, v. 

Under such an assumption of the character of the change of £ 

with time, it is evident that the following expansion for ds/öt etc., 

•15- 



la alno valid. 

5,'-M-v"'(r;f', .v, v) -t-|is.V"Mr;f-, J. v) 

~ - Mv",(ri f'- *• v') tH'V^'lr; f-, s, v) 

I'y = |i.S''"(r; p, ». v) f |i!.V';'(r;.", s, v) 

where "Jn1 coefriclonLij In puwciM of u are aitiu runcLlüiiaJ.; ul' I'lcld; 

p(r), -(r), v(r). The explicit form of Lheao cuerricicnu c:an bo 

obtained by equating (j-.1)) - (>.ü) with the exprcüoionu i'ur op/ot 

etc., obtainable from (l.l4). For example, considering tlmt for 

i^rad p and dlv v there are valuea of the order of M-, we find from 

(5.4) and (i.lJ0 

li.V" - - (vgrad r>) - p div v, A-121 = A''11 = . . . - (3.7) 

Taking into consideration the expansion for p 

where p0 is equilibrium pressure, from (j5.l4) and (l.lJ() we find 

^V'11^ -(v,7)v--igrad/.0,  (iV,2,= -7 grad(/^<") 

From {3A)  and (l.l4) we find 

HiS
(l, = - (v, grad 6) 

(>.9) 

(3.10) 

Leaving terms of the first order with respect to |i in expansions 

(3.^)-(3.6) and taking into account (3.7)^ (3.10)^ we obtain the 

equations of motion of an ideal fluid with an equilibrium value 

of pressure. 

Note that the change to equilibrium hydrodynamlc equations by 

expansions of type (3.3), (3.i,)-(3.6) are completely analogous to 

the methods worked out in nonlinear mechanics and statistical physics 
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In connection with the appearance of secular terms In expansions of 

type (3.1). 

To obtain equations of motion In the next approximation, we 

need to find i^1'   entering Into 0.9). 

From  (3.5)-D.6) we find, correct to ^ 

01        ^ op '  os 

Substituting (3.7) and (3,10) into (3.11),  we obtain 

_ i^ _ vgrad io - -~ P div v [y-1^) 

On the other hand, with the same approximation 

- A^ = -)i | s1" (3-1?) 

Substituting (3,12) and (3,13) into the last of Eqs, (2.21), we 

determine ^^^ 

■It v/l,   ";n   i - 

By substluuting this value of ^   '  into (3-9), we obtain the 

equation of motion as 

(3.14) ih 
^ = - e^dp0 + SniA(idiyy) 

where 

if]       Oh 
*Ü^.i.xWp when    ^ = T

P(cco:-c0 
(3.15) 

plays the role of the second coefficient of viscosity. 

This conclusion assumes \i « 1, The conclusion, however, is 

not restricted by the conditions of smallness of the change in the 

hydrodynamlc values and Is thus also valid outside the framework of 

accoustic approximation (compare the studies of V. Finkel'nburg [l] 

and V. Granovskly [4]). 
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The propagation of ainall dlaturbancoa In relaxing media have 

a number of Important featurea. Due to dispersion, a relaxing ni'-dlum 

doea not have a definite velocity of sound, although Ku prnpeiaiej 

can be characteris'.od by two magnitude;] having a cllmeiuilnnal J ty uf 

veloi.'lty: c and e0. The complete ;jet of these two value;, a.; wll! 

be shown below, fully define the law of propagation uf jma11 disturb- 

ances and thus, to a certain degree, replaces the velocity uf .jound 

In relaxation hydrodynamics. 

In equilibrium hydrodynamics, small disturbances are propagated 

along the characteristics.  In relaxing media this assumption does 

not hold by virtue of dispersion, and thus the characteristic direc- 

tions take on a different meaning. This has already been seen from 

the fact that the characteristic directions of the equations of 

relaxation hydrodynamics for all values of relaxation time T arc 

determined by velocity c^ simultaneously with the propagation of 

small disturbances for small values of T. 

To clarify both the laws of propagation of small disturbances 

in relaxing media and the role of the characteristic directions, 

we shall consider the following problem ['[]. 

4.  Weak shock wave In a relaxing medium. Let a cylindrical 

tube be closed at one end by a piston which, when t < 0, is at rest 

at point x = 0, while at time t = 0 it is set into motion and subse- 

quently proceeds with constant velocity u0 in a positive direction 

of the x-axis. The velocity of the piston is small in comparison 

With the velocity of sound (u0 < c < c^).  Let us consider the 

propagation of disturbances arising from piston motion. 

The equation describing propagation of a small disturbance of 

velocity v in one dimension has the following form (see (2,17)) 
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CM) 

The boundary and initial conditions in this problem can be 

stated in the following manner: 

(0 when i X f] 

u.-h.n (>0        (^.2) 

A solution is found only for the region x > 0. The discontinu- 

ous function f(t) from (^.2) can be presented as a contour integral 

Then the solution of the problem is also represented by a 

contour Integral 

^.3) 

(kA] 

Integration In (^.J) is carried out along the actual axis with 

a by-pass of ehe origin of the coordinates with respect to the 

upper half-plane. 

In the lower half-plane, function k(üj) contains two branching 

points 

The section for transferring to the other sheet of the Rlemann 

surface extends along an Imaginary axis between these points. Since 

the path of integration does not pass through the section, we can 

select for the entire path one definite branch of the function K(co), 

namely that for which k = -Ku/c when a)-* 0. 
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t   tit   t 
♦ w, 
*w. 

in&. i. 

o- 

t 

It lo readily seen that CM) aatlafiea 

both differential equation (JM) and boundary 

condition (^.2) if we repreaeni f(t) in the 

form (JKjJ). To verify fulfillment of InitlaJ 

condition (Jt.2), we note thai in the upper- 

part of the half-plane the Integrand doea not 

contain the characteriatic featurea, then the 

contour of integration can be carried out UJ 

Infinity alon^ the poaltlvü direction .;' ihc 

imaginary axID (Fig. l). 

In this case 

kx — (.)/ - a i-x — t]^(,)f— — / ] 

Fig. 2, 
Thus, if t < x/c , the Integrand, when 

I ^   '  to' ' ' ' 

integration la carried out to infinity, 

contains an exponentially damping coefficient, and, consequfnt.ly, 

v(x, c) = 0 when t < x/c .  Hence, In particular, the initial condi- 

tion (4.2) follows for x > 0 

Let us consider the behavior of ehe  solution along the straight 

line x - c t = 0, which coincides with one of the characteristics of 
00 

Eqs. (4.1).  As shown above; on one side of this straight line, namely 

where t < x/c , the disturbance is absent. 
00 

Let us consider the nature of the disturbance when t - x/c 
00 

= t' > 0. We deform the contour of integration into a semi-circle 

of large radius located in the upper half-plane with segments of the 

real axis adjacent to it. Such an integral, taken from a mirror 

image of this curve in the lower half-plane, equals zero, since on 

integrating to -» along the imaginary axis the Integrand, when t1 > 0, 
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decreaaea exponenllally. Combining the Inteyrala wlüi reaped to 

these curves, we represent v(x, t) as an Integral over a circle of 

large radius with ita center at the origin. In this circle the 

function k(u)) can bo expanded Into a aeries In powera of (U-T)' 

,   a) /,  1 a1 , / I   3 ,\ a1- . 

,3= _S 
e„J - fo1 

(^•5) 

Thus, If we limit ourselves to the first three terms of expan- 

sion {1.5)1   then 

where 

,   a« ,',  3 
t ~ t— 

By  substituting variables OJ t'/X = X1 , we find 

(^•7) 

*(^)~-£i*H-i£Wex*{~inr'ik'-r)}   (4-8) 

If we use the familiar expression for Bessel's function with 

a whole number index 

'.w-^ffi^f-x)} (*.9) 

where the integration is carried out along any closed contour around 

X - 0,  and we rewrite (4,8) as 

1 a' v(x, t) = u0exp ( - |-~ xj /„ (- 2i VW) (4.10) 
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To clarify the criteria of the applicability of the obtained 

expreaalon, we retain ternui of higher order In expansion (^.l). 

A;i a rooult we obtain 

i (r, 0 = «„oxp ( - v~ ') {A (- 2' ) '&) -! ;' ''A (- 2i fhr)[ (•'.. 11) 

where 

v^-r s3' 

Tlv ;;econd term In (;t.ll) oan be neglect'-d, J;' L
1
 ■;< A/A = T. 

rherefore (Ji.lu) really representa the solution In a narrow field 

(Je.;j than T in width) alon^ the characteristic in question,  .Jinci; 

J0(21 V^t')  * 1 when t1 « T, the results thus obtained can be 

written as: 

v(x.i) 
0   when (' = /—//<•„,<0 
„o,-v* v*on (■>(), (7(<1 T=-, 

1 a' 
2 c T ('1.12; 

Thus, along the characteristic in question, there arises a 

discontinuity, whose intensity decreases exponentially with increas- 

ing distance from the piston.  At the distance of x » c T the 

discontinuity on the characteristic virtually vanishes along with 

the disturbance propagating along the characteristic. 

To obtain a complete representation of the flow when x » c T, 

we must Investigate the region far from the characteristic (i.e., 

when t1 » T). We shall shift the path of integration toward nega- 

tive values of the imaginary axis (Fig. 2). Wien t' > 0, the inte- 

gral with respect to the path displaced toward -oo vanishes, and the 

solution is determined only by the integrals around special points. 

The integrand contains the coefficient e 
-Iffit 

which for (ü -  oij., 
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üJ ■ tun  decreaaoa exponentially. Thus, when iuii'  » 1, and when 

iuigt1 » 1, i.e., when 6' » T, the integral actually reduces to a 

remainder near the pole u) = 0, therefore 

Thla also indicatea that when t' » T, the disturbance is deter- 

mined by small frequencies m « l/r, as should be expected from 

physical considerations. To obtain the dependence of v on the 

coordinates and time, we shall consider the following expression 

'.".' ^ '.'1 f MX-L.I) 
al      2n   J 

du i^^) 

Since the integrand in (4.14) does not contain singularities 

when tu = 0, Integration can then be carried out along the real axi; 

Expanding k(tu) into a series for üJT « 1, we get 

''-Tri^^^n , ^^>o (4.15) 

Substituting (4.15) into (4.l4), and then integrating, we find 

From which it follows that 

-M/st e0i — x) ■+ const 

where 

Cp(Z) = |/|Je''W^| 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

Because of (4.13) the constant in (4.16) must be chosen so 

that v-* UQ when t - X'/CQ-* «J, then 
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'■"■"- W'"^^)") ('I.Id) 

Thu:; when x »  c T,  the clljcüiitlnuliy wliii reapc i.o :./.• 

charucLoriJtJc jjlvoj way to a contlnuouu dlaLurbun^c whh'h a/vl.;^.; 

alcjü,' -lu' .;i.i'ali:h; line x - o L = 0, and which doc.; noL ■■ .li;.-l(ic 

wl i.h ihv  i/haracuTlütlc;, The width oi'  the region li, whl^'d ui-r.-ui'lj- 

anoe appear.; i.; oi' Lhi1 order of 

0        I   I'o-'-uT/ 

aiid  Lici'd'orL' j;..;  polallve uimonalün.;  dc-creaao wltti dlütar.ci-  fr.'in 

Lhe  pi.;„on 

Thu.; : he .;nia]] perturbation which ari.;c;: at a certain p.li. 

J.; propagated cloac to Jt (x < c T/Q
1
 ) alon^ the characUTl.;;-Ic 

paaaini; through this point; however,, aa distance increase.;, an ever 

greater pan ol' the perturbation la displaced Trum the characteri;;tJ c 

on which it ariaea, and finally when x » c T/Q2 the propa^ati(jn of 

the perturbation is determined by the velocity c .  Since there are 

no perturbationa having a propagation velocity greater than v.  , 

the characteristic x = c T aeparatea the unperturbed region.  However, 

due to rapid damping of the high-frequency components at large 

distances compared to c T, the boundary between the perturbed and 

unperturbed flow does not proceed along this characteristic. 

According to the result obtained from analyzing stationary 

solutions In Waldmann's work [9] (see also Finkel'burg's, et al. 

work [i]^ a weak shock wave in a relaxing medium does not have to 

contain discontinuities. Its width is determined In S. P. D'yakov's 
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work (lOj. The rosulto obtained In chio work llluutracc a law, in 

accordance with which a weak diacontinuity in a relaxing medium 

disappears. Note, however, as will bo shown below, that this 

conclusion is not wholly applicable to plane flows, Near the barrier 

whoso width is comparable with the relaxation length I,  and even in 

the presence of relaxation proceasea, there may arise a ateady 

discontinuliy of arbitrarily small Intensity which, however, vanishes 

exponentially with distance from the wail. 

The unrcstrictod widening of the region in which the disturbance 

arises (sec ('(,19)) is associated with neglect of nonlinear effects. 

We know that small nonlinear effects accumulate and at sufficiently 

great distances lead to marked deviations from a linear solution. 

For instance, during propagation of a disturbance arising from 

harmonic oscillations, the leading edge of the wave front gradually 

becomes steeper. In the case under consideration the same effects 

ultimately limit the Increase in width of the disturbance. 

However, if the disturbance is sufficiently weak and limited 

in time, it may disappear due to absorption before a steady-state 

sets in. Actually, if at the moment t = T the piston stops, there 

arises a disturbance which propagates according to laws described 

above, but at a distance Ax ^ c0T from it (taking into consideration 

that cn =» c ). Due to this, when 
U CO' ' 

h S«y|io!r5|)T/ » Cj 

both disturbances are superposed on and weaken each other. Therefore, 

a disturbance of duration T disappears at distances significantly 

greater than COTVM-OT- 
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b. Flow pant  a thin wecl^e.  We shall conalder the ahape of a 

plane, nueady auperaonlc flow in a relaxing medium and, in particular, 

the proulom or the riow pant a thin wedge (havin,'; an apo;< an^li' ui' 

2(p) ol' a uuperuonic 1'low at zero angle ol" attack [11, 12].     U.-t the 

x-acl;j i.'oincldc with the direction of muvoment m' an unperturLn.-d 

I'.OW whuje velocity we denote by U, and ha u., aujume tliat U > •• ;• 

> ro.    The equation^ ol' relaxation hydrodynamlc;; for tin; plane, 

j^cady flow arc written an  (,;eo (i.l'l)): 

{'i- ",.., 

<>P 
'     V Ü>J     '    OIJ ' 

'  '  ''II 

tH l'V h'r 
01 "u.,/ "l 

v "l 

"Oy - — Ke: 

(■•1) 

whei'o v , v arc the velocity component;] ajon^ 'ho x- and y-axe-j. 

In uhe.i(,' uquaLions, due to thermal conductivity and diffusion, '^iie 

aniüotroplc portion of the ytresa tensor and chaise in uir^-ropy <:an 

uo neglected. The inl'luence ol' these effects is evaluated beluw. 

Since the perturbations caused by the wedge are negligible, 

Eq. (!>.l) can be linearized by setting v = U + u, v = v, etc. 

Thus we obtain for v 

7 -l/,U  3 u d'"      'r'"]   i /wa J\')1"      d-"      A 

Here M = U/c , 1^1 = u/c^ are the Mach numbers.  Similar equa- 
oo        co    O        0 

tlons can be obtained for density and velocity disturbances along 

the x-axis. 

Equation (5.2) Is of the hyperbolic type for M > 1 and of the 

elliptical type for M < 1. In the first case, three characteristic; 
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paaa uhrou^h each point,  two of which have ihe form 

* - 1- KTUJ - Uj -|- const (5o) 

While the third la parallel to the x-axlü.  The direction or 

theae characterlatlcu doeu not depend on T and does not coincide with 

the direction of the Mach .lines of equilibrium hydrodynamics, 

x = ± y Mg - ly + const. In order that the function oxp (üx - Dy) 

represent the partial solution (5.2), it is necessary that 

0 
W (,1/5-1)« •• W-l) (5^) 

illi-ri 

We will consider the origin as colncldin,: with the apex of 

the wedge and we shall write the boundary conditions of the problem as 

vix,  0)-/(x)={ 0 when I<0 
(5.5) 

Representing f(x) as a contour Integral, we will write the 

solution of the problem in the following form: 

v (*■ ^ = 2?STCXP {ir] ix' * a {r]) y')] dn (5*6' 
where 

a(Ti) = K 
i(A/M

s-l)ti-i-(/l/oJ-l) 

ii) +1 
x' =- y'-i (5.7) 

In (5.6); Integration is carried out along the real axis with 

a bypass of origin of the coordinates in the lower half-plane. 

The function a.{r\)  In the plane of the complex variable Is 

analogous according In its own properties to the function k(oD) 

introduced In Section 4; special points of this function are distrib- 

uted in the upper half-plane ^  = i, r^ = l(M^ - l)/(M^ - l). The 

path of integration in this case also passes through the cross 

section. When r)-» « and f)-» 0, a(r]) takes on the real values 
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M - ± VMJ-  I.   a (0) = ± KA/,1 - 1 a.d) 

IT wu iiolect thai branch of {'j.f)  which au i)-> to  appruachc-ü 

t ^H' - 1 , then by iranaforrlny tho contour of inif'.rai IUM •.- -«> 

al'Hi;; he Imaginary axi;i, wo can ahow LhaL the nululh^ii va;. 1 .;;:'■.; wh'-n 

Di-ljcrwlai; vanlahln^ Lakea place when 

Suuaequeno ly In the aolution for y> 0 it is neceaaary >  uae 

Ina- urancn of the radical (!?./) which corresponds to the plua .ii^c 

in (^.8). The second branch should yield perturbation:; propa.^atin,; 

upstream and which should be discarded Tor physical considerations, 

rVhen y < ^^ we must choose, for the same considerations, a uranch 

corresponding to the negative sign In (5.8). 

Equation (5.9) is one of the characteristics passln,: through 

the apex of the wedge.  Let us consider the behavior of the solution 

along this characteristic in a layer of width « 1. Deforming the 

contour of Integration In the same manner used In the prob!em uf 

the piston motion, we find 

0 - K-l/co2 -  1»/ < 0 

I (PU exI' f- 'W1 ill / OUo (-')   Whnn .v: - K.T/;? -ly > 0 

Here J (z1) is Bessel's function 

:■■  ^S>o,     ..^ 

The function J0(z
,) « 1 in the vicinity of the characteristic 

(!>.9) 
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Thus near the apex of the wedge along the characteristic paoalng 

through it, a discontinuity arioes, which, however, exponentially 

decreases with distance, When x » 1, y » i the perturbation along 

the characteristic virtually disappears, Here the- main contribution 

is determined by the long-wave components of the perturbation.  If 

in (b.o) we let the quantity a{t]}  be approximately fM-' -  1, then 

after integrating we obtain a result which follows from equilibrium 

hydrodynamics 

/n     whon ■■•- |/.i/7-Tv<o 
v ix. I] 

[ifU   when ■> - I'.'lV -1 i/>0 
(5.12) 

However if In aft]) we take into account the terms of a higher 

order with respect to t), we find that actually there will be no 

discontinuity along the line x -  VlA't  - ly = 0, Proceeding in 

the same manner as in the problem of the piston motion, we find 

!'(x^)=Tn—y^j—i+1l \v>> 

Here *x is the integral of probability (4.17) 

(5.13) 

(5.1^) 

Equations (5.15) and (5.l4) yield the shape of the Mach line 

produced by the effect of relaxation processes. The characteristic 

width of the line Is of the order of f/v2ly. 

The flow under consideration can be Integrated as a weak shock 

wave arising near the wedge In a supersonic flow. As noted earlier 

[9,  ij in a relaxing medium there can be no discontinuities of small 

magnitude propagating with a velocity less than c to the unperturbed 
00 

medium. In the problem in question we are concerned with the more 

involved case where the value of perturbation (cpU) Is small, but 
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L-he velocity of ihc wedge In greater than c . In thlii caye, aj 

evident :'rom the provloualy derived aulutlon ('3.11), In the vicinity 

oC ilw  wall and In the region of the order of I w UT U atcady 

dlocontlnuluy of arbitrarily amall Intensity can arlae.  Within 

.-lii- framework of re luxation hydrodynamlca, we have to coii;jld<-'r thl.; 

diacontlnul-y a;; a geometrical aurfucc.  It;; width la deti.-rmined 

by tne .imo of ;.ho free-path length. 

Another feature ol' these discontinuities which arlac near tiie 

barrier ia „hat the discontinuities are directed (for amall intcnai- 

■..lt.-a) alon.j the characteristics of the relaxation hydrodynamic 

cquationa and thus do not coincide with ordinary Mach lines. They 

vaniah when the valocity of the wedge becomes less than c , but not 

leaa Jum c . This is because Eq. (5.2) becomes elliptical when 

U < : . 
00 

To elicit the possibility of experimental detection of these 

discontinuities, we must evaluate the aaid assumption;;.  Basically 

they reduce to neglect of the effects of viscosity and thermal 

conductivity.  When the solution contains frequencies close to 

relaxation, we can neglect the dissipation effects aaaociated with 

viscosity and thermal conductivity.  Actually, the effect exerted by 

the latter la of the order of Z /L = T C/L (Z is free-path length, 

T la free-path length time, _c is average thermal velocity of the 

molecules, L is the characteristic dimension of the region in question), 

on the other hand, the influence of the relaxation effects la of 

the order of Z/L = UT/L » Z /L, since T » T . 

With distance from the wall the intensity of the discontinuities 

under consideration decrease exponentially, and thus they can be 

detected experimentally only provided the "relaxation length", 
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I  = (^A'Q) U T, la algnlflcant, In particular H la noceaaary 

Chat I bo aignlflcanuly irrealer  than the thickness or the boundary 

layer. Wo readily see that under normal proaaurc, the thlckncaa 

or the boundary layer generally excoeda the dlmonaltina of the 

relaxation boundary. We know, however, that the relatlonahip ol' 

the boundary layer A to the characterlatlc dlmcnalona of the jtream- 

llned body L equal;; 

\ J    f      ui. 
i-~ V'it       \      n 

where R la the Reynolds number. Since T] la approximately l/3 cl , 

A w lh/M.    Since the relationship l/l    = N » 1 is virtually 

independent of density, the relationship 

decreasea aa the free-path length increases, i.e., the dimensions 

of ^he relaxation zone increase on rarefaction more rapidly than 

the thickness of the boundary layer. Here It is absolutely necessary 

that the free-path length remain small In comparison with L. Because 

I  usually exceeds Z by several orders, Z /z = i/N is a small value 

and thus the conditions are possible when 

despite the fact that L/Z » 1. 

In the case of strong shock waves, the behavior of the shock 

wave in a relaxation zone near the wall should be specially Investi- 

gated, Prom similarity connlderations we can expect that In the 

vicinity of the wedge at distance x « Z, the flow should be analogous 

to a gas flow having a frozen relaxation process. Thus there should 

arise a discontinuity whose direction is determined by the Mach number 
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H = u/c . AL uhe aame Limo, at dlatancea x » l Trom the apex 

there ahould occur an ordinary ahock wave (expande : /r.i:.' i    the 

effect of relaxation proceaueu), whoae angle of inclination 1;; 

detei'mlnod by the vloclly of aound c . Since the loadin.1; front 

of ohi;; type wave ha;; a dl;icontJnulty whoae wldtli i.i . r the oi'dor 

of the frt.'c-path length [9,   l], we can alao expect that In Lhe 

caje of a .urong shock wave the leading front i.j curved a;; 1;, 

approache.i the apex of the wedge, gradually ajaumlng a directlun 

cliaracteriutic of a ahock wave in a medium lacking Internal degree.; 

of freedom. The characteristic dimension within whoae limit.; 

curving la noticeable ahould be of the order of l. 

In the relaxation 2:one, the dlaturbancea are propagated a.ong 

direction^ differing from thoae which follow from equilibrium 

hydrodynamlc conaiderationa.  At distances significantly exceedin,; 

the zone of relaxation, propagation la localized in a relatively 

narrow region along the characteristics of equilibrium hydrodynamica. 

The width of this region increases proportionally aa the square root 

of diatance, although It does not begin to exert an influence on 

the nonlinear effects. Thus, the perturbation issuing from two 

uarrlera at a distance L from each other and which merge Into a 

single Mach line when y > L2/v2l.  In exactly the aame manner the 

barrier having linear dimensions L yields a Mach line of finite 

length, which vanishes at a distance of the order of L''/v:'l  from 

the x-axls duo to superposition of disturbances Issuing from extreme 

points.  We shall consider In greater detail the change in the nature 

of the disturbance as distance from the site of its origin Increases. 

b.  Propagation of small disturbances In the relaxation zone. 

Suppose on the line of flow, y = 0, there arises an arbitrary disturb- 
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ance oi' aome hydrodynamlc magnitude (velocity, density, lemperaiure) 

/•■(<.0)->r(^) (ü.i) 

If the diatir bance la steady, it la dcacrlbed by the following 

equation; 

'«F-'-'i^—^rw-^^-^^0       (o.2) 

which muat be integrated wlUi boundary condition (o.!). In the caao 

of equilibrium hydrodynamlca, ihe dlaturbance la governed by the 

wave equation 

W-OS-^O (6.3) 

which may be obtained from (6.2), having set ihe relaxation length 

equal to zero. If we discard dlaturbancea propagating upstream, 

the solution of (6.3) for y > 0 la then written aa 

/-{.r, y) = ^ (X _ j/vTITT^ (6.4) 

Solution of (6.2) can be written as: 

V 

where 

{x,!/) = ^y 4'(ri) 0XpI'11 iT ""{)]) ''r^dn 
(6.3) 

^TrS-P^ (6-6) V 

and function a(T)) was taken from (5.7). When y » 1,  only the 

low-frequency components of the initial disturbance f{x)  contribute 

to (6.5). 

Expanding a{f])  into a series in r\ 

and limiting ourselves to the first two terms of the expansion, we 
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Und 

/.•(.y)ÄJ;ijjoxI)(n1(f-K.Ü7^lf-f)tx 

ü.(/_  /,»/„>-ly._{) 
T rfnrf; 

wiu.'i'«.- ;■■' I.j aloo deiormineü in the uame way UJ In (.v.i-i) 

I.'i'.r ;r;i', Lii;:  wl'.-h  venpecl   torj,   wo   obtain 

^(..,.v) '-,^>v./XI,(-i>Mx-K->V-);/-^; ('-J 

Equaiiün (o./) more exactly describes the lawa of propagation 

uf ,;malJ disturbancea i'or y » 1 than does Eq. (6,4).  Since in 

(.'qulllnrium hydrodynamlca the disturbance at any point P(x, y) IJ 

:'u: Ly defined by the value of the di3tuinbanco at a definite pain:. 

= x - |M P (/. , 0) of the x-axls, whose coordinate is x 
ov o'  ' ' 0 ;• - ly. 

If we ..ake into account the relaxation processes, the diaturbancCj 

as evidon^ from (6./), at any point is represented as Jio sum of 

disturbances transmitted by different points of the x-axis, however, 

the weight with which the contributions of the different ptInts are 

introduced, decrease exponentially with distance from the point 

P (x0, o); the width Ax of the region of the x-axis Influencing 

the disturbance at point P is of the order of 

Ax = Y2lyv2 

It also follows from (6,7) that the initial disturbance ^(x) 

Is transmitted with a distortion:  the integration results in a 

gradual smoothing out of the Initial disturbance and disappearance 

of fine details as distance from the x-axis increases. 
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TUE BREAKUP OF DROPS AMD A FLUID STREAM 

BY AN AJR SHOCK WAVE 

A. A. Buzukov 

(Novslblrsk) 

Whllo studying the disintegration of drops and a fluid stream by 

a shwck wave, It was found [1-2] that disintegration results from the 

protracted effect of the dynamic pressure of gas flow behind a shock 

wave front, and that the relative velocity of gas flow and drop size 

considerably affects the nature of disintegration.  Here the basic 

defining parameter Is the relationship between the pressure forces of 

gas f.Hws on the drop and the surface tension forces, equal to pu2d/o. 

Here _u is the relative velocity of gas flow, p is gas density, d is 

the parameter of the liquid drop, and a  is the coefficient of the 

surface tension.  From evidence In the literature [5-5],  disintegra- 

tion does not occur at certain less-than-critical values of this 

parameter, and the liquid drops are stable to a gas flow of subcrltical 

velocity.  This Is because the capillary forces which Impede break- 

down of the drop's spherical stability predominate over the dynamic 

pressure straining forces. 
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At relatively low aupercrltlcal flow velocities, the strains 

produced by dynamic pressure Increase and the drop begins to break up. 

The mechanism of this breakup is as follows: the windward side of 

the drop Is pressed Inward and the drop becomes parachute-like. The 

thus formed liquid film, convex In the flow direction, bursts, form- 

ing numerous minute droplets.  In certain cases, dr-'ps can be broken 

up by Increasing oscillations of the drop. 

If the velocity of the gas flow greatly exceeds critical velocity, 

the drop disintegrates by separation of the windward surface layer of 

the liquid from the drop, whereas Its bulk Is displaced and deformed 

negligibly.  It was noted that this disintegration process Is preceded 

by the emergence of minute capillary waves on the drop surface. 

Whereas the mechanism of drop breakup at critical and low super- 

critical velocities has been sufficiently well studied and can be 

theoretically described [6-8], the circumstances of the occurrence of 

"supercritical" breakup at gas flow velocities comparable to sound 

velocities are insufficiently clear. 

Described below are the results of an experimental study of super- 

critical breakup of droplets and streams of water by an air shock 

wave.  We also studied the qualitative picture of breakup and have 

proposed certain empirically verified formulas for breakup time.  A 

value was found for the critical relationship between the governing 

parameters at which the aforementioned supercritical mechanism of 

disintegration starts. 

1.  Description of experimental setup.  Figure 1 shows photo- 

graphs of the breakup process of water drops at different Instants 

after passage of the shock wave (the numbers below the picture Indicate 

In microseconds the time elapsed from the start of shock wave flow 
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past the drop), and Fig. 2 shows photographs of the breakup process 

T water streams by a gas flow behind the shock wave front: (0-1) is 

the time -I' the preliminary breakup stage, (1-2) Is the time uf the 

aotua! breakup.  In the photographs, the velocity )r gas flow Is 

designated In m/scc (thie number 6 In the last photograph correspwnds 

i . a v.-i • ity -if 172 m/oec). 

These photographs wore obtained in a shock tube (Fig. jj) i' 

■  nstant iross uectlwn (110 x 110 mm), which ensured a greater than 

2 msec duration of virtually constant pressure and gas flow velocity 

in the sh ok wave.  This duration of gas flow of constant parameters 

was entirely sufficient for completing the entire breakup process. 

The gas flow velocity behind the shock wave front, which was varied In 

different experiments from 50 to 200 m/sec, was determined by the 

pressure In the high-pressure section, which was separated fr^m the 

rking part of the shock tube by a cellophane diaphragm.  T ■ obtain 

the required pressure difference, the diaphragm was shot out of an 

air gun. A diagram of the experimental device is shown in Fig. 3, 

where 1 is the working part of the shock tube, 2 the high-pressure 

section, 3 the water inlet nozzle, 4 the pressure-sensitive detector, 

5 a double pulse oscillograph, 6 a delay line spark light source, 7 

the aperture of the phototracer, and 8 the photorecorder magazine. 

A part of the shock tube was made out of plexiglass in order to 

see the breakup process.  The photographs were made by the open 

shutter method, using a spark Impulse bias lighting triggered at 

regulatable time Intervals from pressure detectors.  Moreover, to 

obtain a continuous time exposure of the breakup process we used a 

camera which enabled us to evolve an image on a film moving at a 

speed of 100 m/sec. 
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Along with photographing the proceaseü, shock-wave pressure 

diagrams were osclliographcd Tor a more accurate determination of 

flow velocity and gas density. 

The droplets and streamlets of water, whose diameter In different 

experiments varied I'rom  0.8 to 3.5 mni, were created by using droppers 

Inserted Into the shock tube through the upper wall. 

2.  Hxpcr.1 mental results.  It is apparent from the pictures in 

Figs. 1 and 2 that from the moment of the passage of the shock wave 

past the drops or water streams, the entire disintegration process Is 

distinctly divided into two stages. 

During the first stage, the preliminary stage, the drops or 

water streams remain intact, however, disturbances of the surface 

capillary wave type occur on their surface. These disturbances 

Increase with time and are transformed into stable crests, whose 

crowns are on the side surfaces of the drops and streams. 

The formation of these crests, from which a gradual separation 

of water begins, concludes the first stage — preparation for breakup. 

Depending on size, the shape of deformed drop and the number of crests 

can differ. For example, while relatively large drops of water with 

diameters of 3-4 mm have two or three series of crests from each of 

which disintegration of the water occurs, drops with diameters up to 

1 mm are surrounded by only a single crown of the crests. 

The second stage of breakup (1-2 in Fig. 2), which lasts until 

total disappearance of the drop or stream Is the stage of actual 

disintegration. During this stage, there forme a Jet of atomized 

water consisting of almost imperceptible droplets and vapors. No 

special study of the degree of atomlzatlon was made, but individual 

photographs under the microscope show that the atomlzatlon Jet contains 
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liquid droplets wilh dlmenslonB of 20-50 \i.   During the second stage 

we observed nununlformlty In the atomlzation process.  By the degree 

■ ;' opacity of the atoml-.atlon Jet, It la possible to distinguish 

between the Initial ejection of water, evidently associated with 

riiial formation of crests, the Increase of flow rate to maximum, arid 

the final, rapid diminishing uf flow rate by the er.d -f atomlr.ation. 

The times of the first arid .second stages depend essential iy on 

velocity jf gas fiow and diameter of water streams; when flow velocity 

drops t >  6O-7O m/sec and stream diameter decreases to 1 mm, the change 

In the mechanism of atomizatlon Is noticeable. The breakup of the 

streams begins to resemble disintegration into relatively large pieces, 

and not 1'lnely dispersed atomization.  An example of this type of 

disintegration is shown in the fburth photograph from the top in Fig. 2. 

It must bo pointed out that at the gas flow vel cities being 

:onsidered, both the times of the first and second stages of atomiza- 

tion are so small that there is insufficient time for the streams or 

drops to be substantially displaced and the Internal streams do not 

nave enough time to develop so Intensely in them.  Therefore, longi- 

tudinal instability of the drop, which generally Influences the dis- 

integration process. Is less substantial.  In addition, this explains 

the fact; that the flow rate proceeds from the windward side while the 

leeward side of the drops and streams remain undisturbed for a long 

11 me . 

3.  Atomizatlon time of drops and fluid streams.  To calculate 

the time of the preparation stage of atomizatlon during which surface 

waves and crests form on the surface of drops or the stream we use 

the equation of steady motion of a fluid 

JT "I" ("grnd) u = - - gr.-ul I> -[- vio (3.1) 
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Considering water as an Ideal liquid, In the equation wc can 

dl3ro,;-ard the term which takes Int. account viscous friction forces. 

Since the surface crests are small relative t. the uvor-all dlmenal-n; 

of the drop or stream, we can alau discard the second term of the 

equation.  In this case, Eq. (jü.l) takea the iorm 

.IV L'r.i.l I' (:5.2) 

Let  us estimate  the order of the   left-and right-hand sides  of 

Eq.   (3.2).     For  the   left-hand side wc have 

IM   <II — U   I.- (3.5) 

where the diameter of the drop or stream d_ Is taken as the character- 

istic dimension, and where the time of the preparation stage of atom- 

izati-n tx   is taken as the characteristic time,  Since here we .ire 

considering a mechanism of atomlzatlon corresponding to large values 

of the parameter pu2d/o, we can conclude that the chief force deform- 

ing the drop surface is that of the dynamic pressure of the oncoming 

gas flow.  By taking this into account, Eq. (3.2) is presented as 

LT.I,! /' 

:'.'/ 
(3.4) 

where p^ is the density of water, p is the density of gas, and u is 

the relative velocity of the gas flow. Combining (3.2), (3.3) and 

(3.4), we finally obtain 

^Wfi (3.5: 

An analogous dependence for the disintegration time of a liquid 

drop in a gas is carried out In Gordon's work [6], where the propor- 

tionality factor is taken to be 2.  As follows from our measurements, 



thin  value for the factor in  overestimated. This is undur'atandable 

sin.'« the author in hio caJ culatlono assumed the deformatluns uf the 

drop determining the time required for disintegration tu bo comparable 

with the initial diameter, an assumption which in the case ol'  "super- 

-•ritical" atomization is false. 

A.; slV'Wti cmplricai ly, during the time -r actual a torn I.:at.Ion, the 

liquid I'llm peels fr .m the windward aide of the drop or stream.  Here 

It la aprr jfir late to consider the actual atomi;:at Ion process as a 

pr ! ■vi,:;   •['  the spreading of water over the circumfluent gas flow. 

This spreading Is observed when the fluid Is pierced by a liquid 

"hammerhead." Therefore, to determine the actual atomization time 

we ;an use the expression for the depth of the opening being per- 

forated by a cumultative stream [9J 

/. / I (5.-) 

•lore I Is length of stream, p# is density of the stream matter, 

and p is density of the matter comprising the barrier.  Identifying 

the depth of the opening with the length of the drop in the gas flow, 

we have 

(3.7) 

Hence 

i - Aa u   V   p (3.8) 

Here the diameter ii of the drop or stream Is taken as the char- 

acteristic dimension of the drop or stream. 

4. Comparison with the experiment. For verifying the obtained 

calculated relationships, we carried out a scries of experiments to 
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determine the time of the prclJmlnary ata^e uud the actual atomJzatiun 

time by measuring tlie diameters of the otreama and the gaa flow veloc- 

ities within a wide range. 

On photographs similar tu those shown Jn Fig. 2,   the  following 

measurements were carried out: the preliminary stage time, tj., was 

determined, counting it from the instant the shock wave (ö) flows 

past the stream up to the Instant of the appearance of the first 

ejection of water (l); the time of actual atomlzatlon, t2, was deter- 

mined from the appearance of the first ejection of water (l) until 

a maximum flow rate of water or until breakup of the stream is 

achieved (2).  In each experiment, we recorded the initial diameter 

of the stream and the velocity of the shock wave front, thus making 

It possible to calculate the proportionality factors ki and kg In 

Formulas (5.5) and (?.8). 

The results of measuring ki and k2 In relation to parameter 

pu2d/o are shown in Figs, h  and 5.  It turns out that at values of 

this parameter of 103 and greater, which correspond to flow velocities 

higher than 60-70 m/sec and to diameters of the water streams greater 

than 1 mm, the values of ki and k2  vary negligibly, thus Indicating 

the correct choice of force factors used In evaluating the atomlzatlon 

time. With decreasing velocity of the gas flow and with diameters 

less than the indicated limits, the values of kx and k start to 

Increase sharply, because of the increasing effect of the forces ex- 

erted by surface tension during deformation and breakup of water 

streams.  It Is evident here that the proposed mechanism of atomlza- 

tlon becomes Invalid. 

Experiments on spontaneous measurements of atomlzatlon time of 

sperical drops were not conducted, although the dimensional relation- 
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ships  (3.5) and (j.Ö) alao hold for them with a alight difference 01 

IM  and kp on the decreasing aide. 
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TIE STRUCTURE Oi-' A FLAME FRONT 

A. S. Pleshanov 

(Moscuw) 

We found In the first two approximations (from the square of the 

Mach number, M2) solutions of hycin.dynamic equations with respect to 

chemical reactions.  We noted that in the stationary case the pressure 

in front of the flame front, which varies proportionally as M2, 

Increases when P > 1 or decreases when P < 1 (P Is the Prandtl number), 

For the nonstatlonary case, qualitative distributions of temperature, 

pressure, density, and velocity are given with respect to the flow. 

In the presence of diffusion processes and chemical reactions, to 

the familiar hydrodynamic equations 

Op   . 
^ -\- divpv =- o 

(1) 

iiv. 

■r özk Or 
(2) 

oti^ + T (Jiv[pv(iH-y]- (aV) + «ij (3) 
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(thf iioLatJuna hero a^ree with thoac of L.   D.  Lnnüau  [l]) wc muat 

add K cquatluno of continuity for each chcmloaJ  L-umjnjncrit  K,   (l  = 

=  1,   ...,  K) participating  In H roactlona,  R,   (a = 1,   ...,  R).    T: 

I'-ilwWl/.r,  form of these equations   la  used  below: 

</( - ili»l,- V' ,-2i",'v"'r' CO 

where  .■,   ':•  a portion of the maun,   .1,   la dlffutil >n  flow,  m.   Ja  ih'- 

m^iocui'ir weight   [g/moie] .1' the cumpenent K,,  and  then <pr,   '.'.:  the 

vu 1 ,,.•: ly   .r R    [raolc/cm3 see]  and  v      la  atülchiometrlc  ouui'f leient 
o .1. u 

..r K,  ii. n,. 

K-r   .tic-dlmenalonal  steady  flows,   a single  Integration of  the 

extracted equations yield   (in  Landau's  notations   [l]) 

("■- /    <"../'•, (-i, l-V'",vi(  J Ti. /,- .r. (/': f"V-(l-H-^-r. 

'(u'+f)-(4l + c)'-^ + ? = r, (6) 

where C with the subscripts are constants of Integrations.  We sha. 

Introduce for consideration the expression for thermal flow [1] 

t 

and the dlmenslonless variables . 

Considering the thermal capacities constant, we represent (5) 

and (6) in the dlmenslonless form 

T p T    Pi.2 

(n-l) + Te(X _i)_/> b <liX~\} 

[„.-„-ifciij+tj.[,.._, ri (Xa - i] 

]=« 

(p rfj; =■ 0 

(7) 

(8) 



(the aubacrlpto 1,2 refer to the states for x = j «, respectively). 

Here 0 Is the molar thermal elTect of R when p = const, Mi,a Is 

the Mach number, and P Is the Prandtl number), 

We take the equation of state in the form 

nX,. 0   (,... -^-j 

For slow combuotlun the parameter t Is small, and therefore vie 

will seek the solution uJ' the extracted system In the form 

i) 

/ l ■ V .y*, 
* ii 

For simplicity we shall consider P = const. 

It Is easily confirmed that only the identical solutions 0 = 

= TT = X = 1 correspond to the state behind the flame front (A > 0). 

For the condition In front of the flame front (A < 0), In a zero 

approximation vie  have 

= 0,   0,l,,r->,'"l^t>X>fj. (9) 

where Ci  is a constant definable from the condition of Joining solu- 

tions. The expression for 9^ ' is the familiar Michelson solution 

[1],  In the following approximation 

n(» = T (/' - I) 0,n)   X"1 = 0'" - n(" (1 + O'01) 

0") = Cte* - ^^2P - 1)0"" + 2{P~l)x]O"11 (10) 

where Cs  is a constant analogous to Ci, and, finally, in the second 

approximation 

„m. T(T-<)r,. (2A'-l)0(o, + 2(/,-i) O10' (U) 

* The Prandtl number used here, if we abstract It from the 
second viscosity is 4/3 greater than the customary expression 
P = ifp/H. 
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T'. ohangc the proaaure In front ül' tnc Claim- ri'..r,i, wc Kct 

^/'-Ti/.'i/' -i)',/'-)-^!,,., {12) 

\l   !;; u^aontin]   that when  P > 1,   the  prc^urc   li.  I'r nt    I' the 

ri.'iir.r   !':■ ■:.;,   ItiCreasea  un appi'.iach  to  the   I'r'u.t; and  c ,r,ver:.;c ly,   wher, 

P •;  1,   the pressure decreases.     Note,   that an  Increase   In  tue pressure 

In   i'r )n1     I'  the   ('lame   front when  P ;•  1   'an  be a souivi'    u'' d Isturbar-ce. 

l''"i' tne  state   In  the bur'nlng  ::.ne,   we  have   In  t lit;  ".er^ approxl- 

mat ! .;. 

»TO \    v y r 

and   I:,  thu   first approxlmatJ  n 

:'IU     ..A.X-  \^r (I'D 

These  results arc  obtained  provided   P = 1,  and \i = 1.     Kor i.'lee- 

Lr •oiioiTil 'a 1   reactJons  it   Is evident  that 7r^   ' < 0. 

Thus,   If in  front of the  flame  front we have &   ./      >  0 or 
pi pi 

11 ^7 \  0 for P > 1 and P < Irrespectively, and is proportional to 

Mi. then In the reßion of the frent ö /  < 0 and Is proportional to 
' J pi' pi 

Mi2 (q/ci2) (c[ is the thermal effect of the reaction [cal/ßJlj hero 

Mi2 « 1 and q/ef - 10, if, for example, Q ^ 104 cal/molo, JJ. ~ 50 

g/mole, and Ci ~ JOO m/sec. 

Ißt us now consider the nonstatlonary system of equations out- 

side of the flame front.  It is more convenient to use in place of 

Eq. (3) the equivalent form: 

iiw     dp di'i 

'k 
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Considering as be/'ore the thermal capacity of the medium to be 

constant, let us examine the last equation In a zero approximation 

(with respect to M2) 

KP(^--I- (v, V]jr   .iiv(xr/i 

Combining this equation with the equation of continuity (1), and 

by using the equation oi" state, where p = const, we get 

Av  V- V|,i  (x, r ) Vl' (15) 

(in the cylindrical and spherical cases Vi..^ = 0). 

In the same approxlmatii-n the equation for determining p for 

centrally symmetrical flows lias the form 

ill lit I   \     <,, dr  fJ 
(16) 

where n = 0, 1, 2, respective ly, in the plane, cylindrical, and spherical 

case,  Thus, the calculation of these flows In the zero approximation 

reduces to a solution of one nonlinear parabolic equation, for which 

it is still necessary to formulate specific initial and boundary con- 

ditions . 

We turn now to the calculation for changing the pressure, limit- 

ing ourselves to the one-dimensional case. The combination of Eqs. 

(1) and(2) yields the expression 

Hence 
I't        \ lit' , r r <vt> 

= 111 + £j JTx ~ f^2 + J1 ^ Hx dx +consl 

In the dlmenslonless variables already used, and also In the new 

ones 

J V, 'Pi,)'        "1,8 
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the   laut equation haa  the  f orm 

!\- i 

T' 
f ,' <)'v 

(17) 
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inatead of (15)  and  (16) we wl!!  have, respectively 

«1«) = - 
)0"" 

^Indlv'«'). 

After appropriate subatJtutluns   in  (I?)»  we obtain 

d'O'" nm   T(/"-i) „^ -.(/.-i,:^ (18) 

It  can be shown that  for centrally aymmctrJc  flows the  corre- 

sponding equation   f .r £ In  the   functions p and _v has   the  form 

■;,"■• If,), 

A comparison ;f (18) and (10) with consideration of the equa- 

tions defining 0^ ' in both cases, leads us to the conclusion that 

when the Initial temperature distribution coincided with stationary 

steady solution in the case ■>['  a subsequent increase in temperature, 

unsteadiness Increases, with respect to the modulus, the change in 

pressure in front of the flame front (because 00^ /OT > 0).  The sign 

of pressure change Is usually determined by the sign of the inequality 

P ^ 1.  Unlike the stationary case, the states behind the flame front 

here can be described not only by identity solutions. 

If the temperature distribution is a monotonically increasing 

function of the coordinate. Its curvature behind the flame front is 

negative and the sign of the change in pressure behind the front is 

the inverse of that ahead of the flame front.  From considerations of 

continuity, the pressure distribution when P > 1 should in this case 

have a maximum at the leading edge of the flame front and a minimum 

at the trailing edge; for P < 1 the pressure distribution will be a 

monotonically decreasing function of the coordinate (in any case 

exterior to the flame front). The density distribution as evident 

from the equation of state, when p = const, will be monotonically 
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decreasing functlun of the coordinate (in any case uutaJde the 

flame front).  Prom (18) we see that here the velocity In a zero 

approximation should pass through the maximum at the flame front. 

If the temperature distribution has a maximum at the flame front, 

its curvature outside the front at a sufficient distance from It are 

positive, and the changes In the sign of the pressure In front of and 

behind the front are Identical.  When P > 1, the pressure distribution 

should have a maximum at the leading edge of the flame front, and 

for P < 1 Jt should have a minimum at the trailing edge.  The density 

distribution should have a minimum at the flame front, and the velocity 

distribution will be a monotonlcally Increasing function of the co- 

ordinate (in any case outside the flame front). 

To Illustrate the obtained results, Figs. l~h  show qualitative 

graphs of the dlmensionless characteristics of the flow (the tempera- 

ture 0,   pressure ir,  density v,   velocity o) as a function of the 

dlmensionless coordinate X-     The numerals I, II, and III on the graphs 

correspond to the  regions up to the flame front, the flame front, 

and behind the flame front, respectively.  Letters A and B refer to 

the two possible temperature distributions:  the montonically Increas- 

ing distribution (A) and the distribution with the maximum at the 

flame' front (B),  The numbers 1,2 refer to the cases P > 1 and P < 1. 

For discussing this work, we are Indebted to L, N. Pryatnitskiy, 

who also directed the author's attention to the possibility of increas- 

ing the pressure at the leading edge of a flame front. 
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